The invention relates to a flue gas cleaning device (1) comprising a porous filter structure, said structure having a first and a second face where the pores of the porous structure form passages for flue gas between said first and second faces and jointly comprising a catalyst material for selective catalytic reduction of NOx in the presence of ammonia, where this catalyst material (10) is applied on the surface of the passages. Hereby an improved NOx removal is obtained. The invention further relates to a flue gas cleaning system and a method for flue gas cleaning utilizing such a device where removal of all pollutants in the flue gas is possible. Still further the invention relates to a method of manufacturing the device.
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Flue gas cleaning device with catalytic ceramic filter.

The present invention relates to a flue gas cleaning device of the type set forth in the introductory part of claim 1.

The emission standards for fossil fuel power plants regulate three pollutants that have to be controlled: particulate matter, $SO_2$, and $NO_x$. These pollutants are as a rule controlled by the dedicated technologies; particulate matter by electrostatic precipitators, fabric filters, or porous ceramic filter. $SO_2$ by Flue Gas Desulfurization systems (primarily wet scrubbers) and $NO_x$ by Selective Catalytic Reduction or Selective Non Catalytic Reduction technologies.

The standards for emissions from municipal, hazardous and clinical waste incineration plants cover several pollutants which can be divided into four categories: particulate matter, acid gases, heavy metals and dioxins. The cleaning of flue gases from waste incinerators is currently practised by the variety of generic and proprietary techniques for removal of particulate matter and gaseous pollutants. The most common techniques for particulate matter removal are fabric filters and electrostatic precipitators, while the gaseous pollutants are removed in the variety of dry, semi-dry and wet scrubbing techniques or their combination, using calcium or sodium reagents. More recently $NO_x$ is controlled by the Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) or the Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR).

The ceramic filters, also called candle filters, can generally be divided into high and low density types. The high density types are made primarily of the following compounds: quartz ($SiO_2$), mullite ($3 Al_2O_3 \times 2 SiO_2$), aluminium oxide ($Al_2O_3$) and silicon carbide ($SiC$). The low density
types are typically made of alumina silica fibers. While the low density filters have a porosity of up to 90 %, the high density types have typical porosity of 40 %. The low density filters are characterized by low weight and low pressure drop, but show low strength sensitivity toward moisture and corrosion, and are only applicable to medium high temperature.

The high density filters which are more relevant to this invention are characterized by high removal efficiency and applicability to high temperature.

The pressure drop through ceramic filter is dictated by pore size and filter wall thickness. The relationship between pressure drop and gas velocity changes with length of in-service time. The change in pressure drop between subsequent filtering and cleaning cycles approaches zero as the total number of cycles increases, provided gas velocity remains constant. After about 200 cycles, ceramic filters have been observed to reach an equilibrium. The point of equilibrium depends on process conditions, ceramic composition, particulate matter characteristics, etc.

NO\textsubscript{x} in the flue gas can in general be controlled by the following methods:

* Use of low-nitrogen fuel
* Combustion modification:
  - flue gas recirculation
  - low NO\textsubscript{x} burners
  - staged-air combustion
* Add-on NO\textsubscript{x} control:
  - selective catalytic reduction (SCR)
  - selective noncatalytic reduction (SNCR)
SCR is based on the ammonia injection into the flue gases in the presence of a catalyst to reduce NO and NO₂ to nitrogen and water:

\[
4 \text{ NO} + 4 \text{ NH}_3 + \text{ O}_2 \rightarrow 4 \text{ N}_2 + 6 \text{ H}_2\text{O} \\
2 \text{ NO}_2 + 4 \text{ NH}_3 + \text{ O}_2 \rightarrow 3 \text{ N}_2 + 6 \text{ H}_2\text{O}
\]

The degree of NOₓ conversion depends on the temperature and amount of ammonia added. With increasing NH₃/NOₓ ratio conversion increases but one should prevent NH₃ slippage. By using a suitable catalyst more than 90 % reduction of NOₓ can be obtained at an NH₃/NOₓ molar ratio of approximately one within the temperature range of 300-400 °C.

The suitable catalyst carriers for SCR are characterized by:

* Low pressure drop
* High NOₓ removal efficiency
* Long lifetime
* Low SOₓ oxidation activity
* High tolerance to dust and other contaminants
* Resistance to thermal shocks
* High thermal stability

The carriers are typically based on the following compounds: titanium oxide, zeolite, iron oxide or activated carbon. Most commercial carriers use vanadium pentoxide as an active compound and titanium dioxide to disperse and support vanadia. They are monolithic in structure with a large number of parallel channels arranged in a honeycomb structure or in parallel plates. Plate types have generally higher resistance to erosion and deposition than honeycombs. The size of the channels depends on the flue gas particulate matter content and its characteristics. The
carriers can be tailormade to meet specific requirements regarding thermal stability or low activity towards SO₂ oxidation. The carriers are manufactured in standard elements, which can be assembled in large modules consisting of several elements facilitating the handling and installation of the catalyst carrier in the SCR reactor.

Until now NOₓ has been controlled in only few waste incineration plants by using SCR technique. An interesting finding in such applications was that dioxins emissions were also dramatically reduced.

In the prior art catalysts used in SCR techniques are normally applied to the surface of the plates that can have porous structure. The flue gas flows parallel to the plate at the rate of a couple of meters per second. The NOₓ reduction rates partly depend upon the rate at which the reactants diffuse through the wall of the porous catalyst to reach active sites where the reaction takes place. For NO reduction the rate of chemical reaction is fast relative to the rate of diffusion. Therefore, the catalyst is effective primarily at the surface of the wall.

In European patent application 242488-A a filter medium for treating an exhaust gas has a catalyst layer for eliminating nitrogen oxides formed on the other side of a porous ceramic substrate from which the exhaust gas is discharged. The filter medium may have a double-cylinder construction in which the catalyst layers formed on at least one side of an inner cylinder and the pre-coat layer and the solid material layer are formed on an outer side of an outer cylinder. This publication constitutes the closest prior art in relation to the present.

One control technology which is being demonstrated for simultaneous removal of SO₂, NOₓ and particulate matter in
fossil fuel power plants is SNRB (SO₂-NOₓ-ROX BOX) covered by the US patents 4,309,386 and 4,793,981. In both patents the particulate matter and reaction products are removed by means of fabric filter. The catalyst for NOₓ removal is either added as a powder into the flue gas or is weaved into the fabric of the filter bags so that the catalyst is an integral component of the fabric.

The object of the present invention is to provide a flue gas cleaning device which, in relation to the closest prior art, allows for an improved NOₓ removal efficiency relative to the flue gas flow through the filter.

According to the invention this is obtained by a flue gas cleaning device of the type mentioned in the introductory part of claim 1 and which is characterized by the features set forth in the characterizing part of claim 1.

Providing the catalyst in the pores inside the porous filter structure allows for a more intimate contact between the flue gas and the catalyst compared to devices where the flue gas flows parallel to a surface provided with a catalyst, and allows for a longer contact time compared to a device where the flue gas penetrates a layer of catalyst. This means that a combined particle and NOₓ removal unit with increased NOₓ removal efficiency and smaller dimensions than hitherto known is obtained. A simultaneous removal of dioxin, if present, is also obtained.

Advantageously, the porous structure has an essentially tubular shape where the first face extends along the outer circumference of the tube and the second face extends along the inner circumference of the tube.

In order to allow for a small cross section dimension between the first and the second faces of the tube, a sup-
porting structure, e.g. in the form of axially extending ribs, can be provided between opposing parts of the second face.

In order to improve removal efficiency of particulate matter in the filter, a membrane consisting of ultra fine sintered ceramic powder, e.g. SiC, can be applied onto the filter element surface.

The invention further relates to a system for cleaning flue gas wherein at least one duct is provided for leading the flue gas from a combustion chamber to the filter device housing and wherein means for injecting ammonia into said duct are provided.

The system may further comprise in said duct means for injecting sorbent or reagent for bringing SO\(_2\), HCl or HF on a particulate form in order to allow a removal of these particles on the surface of the porous filter structure. Hereby a compact single unit cleaning system is provided.

The invention still further relates to a method for cleaning flue gas by use of a device which is characterized in that ammonia is injected into the flue gas stream upstream of the device.

In order to remove SO\(_2\), HCl or HF from the flue gas, a sorbent or reagent for converting the flue gas content of SO\(_2\), HCl or HF to particulate form is injected into the flue gas stream upstream of the device in order to remove in the device these particles from the flue gas.

Acid gases (HCl and SO\(_2\)) are neutralized by in-duct injection of NaHCO\(_3\), Ca(OH)\(_2\) or other sodium- or calcium-based sorbents. The resulting sodium or calcium salts are removed together with the particulate mater-
ter (fly-ash) in a CCF.

- NO\textsubscript{x} is removed by reaction with ammonia over the filter's catalytic structure where dioxins are prevented from being formed or are also destroyed. Depending on the flue gas NO\textsubscript{x}/SO\textsubscript{2} ratio catalytic ceramic filter operates in the temperature range of 200-400 °C.

- If needed heavy metals and residual dioxins can also be removed by active carbon or some other sorbent injection.

The invention also relates to a method of manufacturing a device as set forth above starting with a porous ceramic filter structure having a desired shape and pore size, which method includes

1) preparing a liquid mixture comprising catalyst and binder in a desired concentration,

2) submerging the filter structure into the liquid mixture for a time sufficient for allowing the liquid mixture to penetrate the pores of the filter structure, and

3) drying and hardening the filter structure with the applied catalyst and binder.

In the following an embodiment of the invention will be explained with reference to the drawing, where:

Figure 1 schematically shows in section a filter structure according to the invention attached to a supporting structure,
Figure 2 schematically shows in section an enlarged view of a part of the filter structure of Figure 1, and

Figure 3 schematically shows a system utilizing a device according to the invention.

Figure 1 represents the preferred embodiment of the catalytic ceramic filter (CCF) element 1 with a tubular shape and it illustrates one arrangement for holding the said element to the filter housing. Filter element is closed with the flat plate 2 on one side and has a flat flange 3 on the other end which is sealed by ceramic gasket 4 between clamp and spigot plate 5, 6. A more detailed description of CCF arrangement will be given in the description of Figure 3. Depending on the flue gas characteristics and specific application requirements two basic types of CCF can be used. If one desires low pressure drop and requirements for NOx removal are not very demanding, a thin wall filter element with internal support ribs can be used. If high NOx (and dioxins) removal efficiencies are required and higher CCF pressure drops are of secondary importance, a thick wall filter element can be used. A thick wall element requires no supporting ribs.

Figure 2 shows the schematic close-up of CCF wall. This close-up illustrates the use of ultra-fine silicon carbide sintered powder layer 9 (membrane) at the outside face of the wall of the filter element. Its use is optional, while it has the benefit of serving as a barrier for very fine particulate matter it adds to the filter's pressure drop. Figure 2 further shows a mono-molecular layer of SCR catalyst 10 attached to the sintered SiC powder. The preferred formulation of the catalyst is vanadia supported by titania but in principle any SCR catalyst which can be prepared in
solution for impregnation of SiC filter structure can be used. Examples of SCR catalyst are: zeolites, bauxite, alumina, sodium aluminate, iron spinel, hematite, alunite, anataze, dawsonite, spinel, siderite, manganite, melite, gothite, azurite. The flow path for the flue gas is indicated by arrows 11,12.

Figure 3 shows the preferred embodiment of the invention in a combustion-energy generating facility.

A combustion chamber 13 of a generic type is illustrated which in the case of fossil fuel power plant has either dry or wet bottom furnace with front wall, opposed wall, corner, tangential or other firing while in the case of waste incineration consist of grate furnace, rotary kiln or their combination. Type of fuel fired in the combustion chamber dictates the composition of the flue gas and plays an important role in the selection of reagent for acid gas control in the CCF and its operating temperature. The flue gas generated by combustion of fossil fuel, namely coal or heavy oil, is characterized by high SO$_2$ concentration (in the order of thousands mg/Nm$^3$), medium to high NO$_x$ concentration (in the order of hundreds mg/Nm$^3$), low HCl concentration (in the order of tens mg/Nm$^3$), high particulate matter load, medium heavy metals concentration, and practically no dioxins. The flue gas from either municipal, hazardous or clinical waste incineration is characterized by high HCl concentration (in the order of thousands mg/Nm$^3$), low to medium NO$_x$ concentration (in the order of hundreds of mg/Nm$^3$), medium SO$_2$ concentration (low hundreds mg/Nm$^3$), medium or low particulate matter load, medium or high heavy metals concentration and presence of dioxins in the order of tens ng TEQ/Nm$^3$. The clinical waste incinerators are characterized by very high dioxins content. A boiler 15 is shown and thermal energy is recovered by high pressure 14 and low pressure 16 steam tubes e.g. for generation of
electric power in a turbine. In many waste incineration fa-
cilities steam or hot water is used for district heating
but newer waste-to-energy installations also employ elec-
tric power generation. An optionally induced draft fan 17
can be used downstream from the boiler. Even through it is
not shown in Figure 3, one should note that most of the
combustion facilities today are equipped with a particulate
matter control device, most frequently an electrostatic
precipitator or more recently bag filter.

Most combustion facilities also employ economizer as a part
of boiler or as a stand alone unit.

In the preferred arrangement flue gases exiting boiler or
particulate matter control device with temperature of about
300°C are introduced into reactor 18 or directly into the
duct leading into CCF housing 27 comprising the filter 28
constituted by several filter devices 1 according to the
invention. The reactor is used in the case of high con-
centration of acid gases or in the case where very high re-
moval efficiency is required. The first step in flue gas
cleaning is acid gas control. SO₂ and HCl as well as HF are
removed from the flue gas by neutralization with a dry al-
kali. The selection of alkaline reagent is dictated by the
concentration of acid gases and desired degree of removal.
In the case of low concentration and low removal require-
ments, the preferred reagent is lime due to its relatively
low cost. Its type (CaO or Ca(OH)₂), particle size distri-
bution, addition of promoters, etc., is selected on the ba-
sis of the particular application. In the case when the
acid gases concentration is high or the desired removal ef-
ciciency is high, sodium bicarbonate or carbonate is the
reagent of choice, e.g. trona or nacolite. In the case of
sodium based reagent on can again select its grind and
other characteristics based on the particular application.
A combination of the reagents can also be used. One should here note that HCl and in particular HF are much easier removed than SO₂. For the same reason the reactor is used preferentially in the case of high SO₂ concentration as is the case for the flue gases from fossil fuel combustion facilities. The role of reactor is to provide intimate contact between reagent and acid gases so it may have some internals to enhance mass transfer. The reagent is stored into silo 20 from where it is injected into reactor via pipe 19. The reagent is transported pneumatically by the use of fan 21. In case there is no need for reactor, the reagent is injected directly into ductwork leading to CCF. In addition of gas-entrained reagent solids reaction, the removal of acid gases also takes place as the gas flows through the cake on CCF elements. The products of acid gases neutralization are calcium or sodium salts which together with unreacted reagent and fly ash are collected on the ceramic filter. The removal of residue takes place during the cleaning cycle.

Catalytic ceramic filter housing 27 is typically manufactured from mild steel plate of continuously welded and flanged construction and is designed to accommodate thermal expansion. The catalytic ceramic filter elements are sealed against the spigot plate 5 by a clamping plate 6. A ceramic gasket 4 is fitted between the spigot plate 5 and element flange 3 to ensure a good seal.

Each element is supported at the far end by support collars which form part of the filter casing. The pipe 29 for compressed air run vertically down each row of elements passing through the filter case at the top of the filter housing and connecting to the diaphragm valves 24 and compressed air manifolds. In the case support ribs are used in the elements, it is essential that the hole for jet pulse air injection is located precisely above the center of the ele-
ment. To enhance good jet pulse distribution, air is injected via venturi 7 shown in Figure 1. Pulse controller units and solenoid valves 30 enclosure, pre-wired, are also mounted on the filter top plate. The compressed gas is stored into a tank 31 connected to a pipe manifold.

Flanged inlets to the filter section are fitted to the top plate which provides "down flow" characteristics within the filter body thus assisting dust release in the hoppers. The complete top section is mounted on a valley type hopper equipped with a rotary valve 32, screw conveyor and dust collection bin discharge arrangement 33. The reaction chamber is designed to give a low velocity on each pass and give arduous route and dwell time for the gas flow, to ensure a good contact between the reactant and gas. The complete filter and hopper assembly is mounted on a substantial support structure, designed to give 1500 mm clearance under the rotary valve.

The new catalytic ceramic filter elements are conditioned during the first reverse pulse cleaning cycles. In this period a layer of dust builds up on the surface of elements resulting in an increase in pressure drop. Pressure drop equilibrium is reached rapidly after these initial cycles and afterwards the conditioned layer of dust provides for superefficient filtration. The ceramic elements can easily handle high face velocities so sudden volume changes present no problem.

In the case that residue from CCF is not acceptable for deposit it can be treated 38 to meet desired specifications. In the residue treatment one can employ resource recovery which depends on the reagent used. For example if reagent is calcium based, the resulting very soluble CaCl₂ can be recovered in the evaporator and used as de-icing agent. The prevailing calcium sulfite can be oxidized to the high-
grade gypsum for use in wall-board or cement production. One can also employ recovery of sulfur through calcination and production of elemental sulfur via Claus process, production of sulfuric acid through oxidation of SO₂ to SO₃, and subsequent absorption and production of compressed SO₃ gas.

In the case of sodium based reagent one can use the residual sodium salts as a valuable by-product for chemical or pulp and paper industry.

NOₓ is reduced to nitrogen by reaction with ammonia in the presence of catalyst applied into CCF elements. The ammonia stored as a liquid in a tank is first mixed with air in ammonia preparation device 25 and is then introduced into reactor or directly into duct in front of CCF via injection nozzles 24 designed for good ammonia distribution. The temperature of CCF is dictated by the composition of flue gases and desired removal efficiency. In the case of flue gas with high SO₃ and specifically SO₂ concentration as is mostly the case with fossil fuel combustion, a CCF temperature above 350°C is desired to prevent formation of solid ammonium disulfate which may plug the ceramic filter. In the case of low SO₃ concentration and low NO removal requirements CCF temperature can be below 300°C.

The dioxins formed on the fly ash through de-novo synthesis are oxidatively destroyed in the presence of SCR catalyst. In the case where sorbents are used for heavy metals control dioxins will also be adsorbed on said active carbon particles.

Most of heavy metals are condensed on the solids in the flue gas and are removed from the gas stream with the residue. Since CCF temperature is relatively high, some more
volatile heavy metals, namely mercury and cadmium, may be a problem. In such case a suitable sorbent may have to be added to the flue gas in front of CCF. The sorbent stored in a silo 22 can via fan 23 be introduced into the same pipe where reagent is fed to the CCF system. The suitable sorbent is for example active carbon as such or treated with phosphorus or sulfur. Sodium sulfid can also be used in particular if the mercury content is high.

The clean gas exiting CCF can be introduced into an optional economizer 34 where the heat can be recuperated by heating the water in the tubes 35. The flue gas is preferentially moved through CCF via an induced draft fan 37 discharging the gas to a stack 36.

In table 1 the NO\textsubscript{x} removal efficiency is demonstrated for varying operation conditions of a filter made from ceramic particles. The face velocity, the temperature, and the ammonia stoichiometry are varied.

In the filter used for the table 1 results, the following characteristics are present:

Filter:
- Particle material: SiC
- Particle size: 250 μm (250×10\textsuperscript{-6} m)

Catalyst:
- Material: V\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5}/TiO\textsubscript{2}

Binder:
- Material: Urea-formaldehyde
### TABLE 1: CCF TESTS WITH FLUE GAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Face velocity cm/s</th>
<th>Pressure drop, mm WG</th>
<th>Temperature °C</th>
<th>Ammonia flow rate, ml/min</th>
<th>NO conc, Inlet, ppm</th>
<th>NO conc, Outlet, ppm</th>
<th>Removal efficiency %</th>
<th>Ammonia slip ppm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it appears from the table, a NO removal efficiency of up to 80% has been obtained.
Claims

1. A flue gas cleaning device (1) comprising a porous filter structure, said structure having a first and a second face where the pores of the porous structure forms passages for flue gas between said first and second faces and jointly comprising a catalyst material for selective catalytic reduction of \( \text{NO}_x \) in the presence of ammonia, characterized in that the catalyst material (10) is applied on the surface of the passages.

2. A flue gas cleaning device according to claim 1, characterized in that the porous structure has an essentially tubular shape where the first face extends along the outer circumference of the tube and the second face extends along the inner circumference of the tube.

3. A flue gas cleaning device according to claim 2, characterized in that a supporting structure, e.g. in the form of axially extending ribs, is provided between opposing parts of the second face.

4. A flue gas cleaning device according to claim 1-3, characterized in that the porous structure is made from ceramic particles or fibres.

5. A flue gas cleaning device according to claims 1-3 where the porous structure is made of ceramic particles, characterized in that the particles have a dimension in the range of 200-300 \( \mu \text{m} \).

6. A flue gas cleaning device according to claims 1-5, characterized in that a layer of particles (9) providing a smaller pore size than the porous structure
between the first and the second face is applied onto that of said faces directed towards the flue gas stream to be cleaned, said particles preferably having a dimension in the range of 30-50 µm.

7. A system for cleaning flue gas utilizing at least one device according to any one of claims 1-6, characterized in comprising at least one duct or reactor forming a flow path for the flue gas to the filter device and means for injecting ammonia into said duct or said reactor.

8. A system according to claim 7, characterized in further comprising in said duct means for injecting sorbent or reagent for converting SO₂, HCl or HF to a particulate form.

9. A method for cleaning flue gas by use of a device according to any one of claims 1-6, characterized in that ammonia is injected into the flue gas stream upstream of the device.

10. A method according to claim 9, characterized in that sorbent or reagent for converting the flue gas content of SO₂, HCl or HF to particulate form is injected into the flue gas stream upstream of the device in order to remove in the device these particles from the flue gas.

11. A method according to any of claims 9 or 10, characterized in that the temperature of the flue gas to be cleaned is within the range of 200°C-400°C immediately prior to the entrance of the porous structure.

12. A method of manufacturing a device according to any
one of claims 1-6, characterized in starting with a porous ceramic filter structure having a desired shape and pore size and comprising:

1) preparing a liquid mixture comprising catalyst and binder in a desired concentration,

2) submerging the filter structure into the liquid mixture for a time sufficient for allowing the liquid mixture to penetrate the pores of the filter structure, and

3) drying and hardening the filter structure with the applied catalyst and binder.

13. A method according to claim 12, characterized in that steps 2) and 3) are repeated until a desired catalyst layer thickness is obtained.
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